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Human planetary exploration and colonization efforts are reliant on the ability to
safely interact with planetary surfaces and to leverage local regolith as a resource.
The high-cost and risk-intensive nature of establishing planetary infrastructure
and resource utilization facilities necessitates risk reduction through laboratory-
based research and development of space resource acquisition, processing, and
extraction technologies using appropriate, well-characterized, mineral-based
regolith simulants. Such simulants enable the planetary exploration and
resource utilization communities to test large-scale technologies and
methodologies for a relatively low cost as an alternative to scarce and
expensive returned samples. The fidelity of a regolith simulant for any
application is, in part, determined by the mineralogical composition and
particle size distribution. The importance of composition is well established for
in situ resource utilization studies sensitive to geochemical properties but tends to
be ignored in studies concerned with physical properties. Neglecting to consider
mineralogy reduces the fidelity of a simulant since each mineral species has its
own unique grain density, preferred grain geometry, and intergranular forces, all of
which affect the physical properties of the simulant (e.g., shear strength, bearing
strength, bulk density, thermal and electrical properties, magnetic properties).
Traditionally, regolith simulants have been limited in quantity and availability;
Exolith Lab remedies these problems by designing simulants in a constrained
maximization approach to fidelity relative to cost, material availability, and safety.
Exolith Lab simulants are designed to approximate themineralogy and particle size
ranges of the planetary regolith being simulated, with composition constrained by
remote sensing observations and/or returned sample analyses. With facilities and
equipment capable of high-volume simulant production, Exolith Lab offers
standard simulants in bulk that are readily available for purchase and shipment.
This work reviews the production methods, equipment, and materials used to
create Exolith Lab simulants, provides compositional data, particle size data, and
applications for each standard lunar, Martian, and asteroid simulant that Exolith
Lab offers.
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1 Introduction

Humans are turning their eyes to the sky more than ever before
with an increased interest in space exploration and the resources we
can obtain from planetary bodies to fuel the advancement of
humanity into a space-faring species. As this interest in planetary
exploration and resource utilization increases, the need to develop
and test technologies ranging from in-space propellant production
(Kornuta et al., 2019), mobility systems (Colaprete et al., 2019),
resource acquisition (Just et al., 2020), extraction (Guerrero-
Gonzalez and Zabel, 2023), transport/conveyance (Cannon et al.,
2022), and infrastructure development (Thangavelauthan and Xu,
2022) systems using appropriate simulants also increases. It is not
feasible to launch bulk resources and equipment to space to perform
operations on the surface of the Moon, Mars, and asteroids, so local
resources will need to be used, namely, planetary regolith (Sanders
et al., 2022). Planetary regolith is the layer of loose rock and
sediments that covers bedrock on planetary surfaces, such as the
Moon and Mars (McKay et al., 1991). Since planetary regolith is
composed of geologic materials (minerals, amorphous glasses,
native elements, etc.), it can be used in space resource utilization
(SRU) and/or in situ resource utilization (ISRU). NASA’s Apollo
missions returned both regolith and rock samples from the Moon
(e.g., Schmitt et al., 1970), the NASA/ESA Mars Sample Return
mission (Kminek et al., 2022) is planning on returning the first

Martian samples in 2033, and asteroid sample return missions are
underway (Walsh et al., 2022) with Hayabusa2 already returning to
Earth (Watanabe et al., 2019; Yada et al., 2022), but none of these
provide sufficient amounts of material to test and develop SRU and
ISRU technologies. In this absence of abundant bulk returned
regolith samples, technologies aimed for use on the surfaces of
the Moon, Mars, or asteroids must be tested with terrestrially-
derived simulated planetary regolith (simulants). The more
closely these simulants approximate the regolith they are created
to simulate, the better the quality of studies and testing. Previous
simulants have generally disregarded mineralogical accuracy as a
necessary design component, but this is in error since the
mineralogical composition of geologic materials determine not
only the geochemical properties of the simulant, but also the
thermal, electrical, mechanical properties. Exolith Lab offers
solutions to the planetary science and engineering communities
through the bulk manufacture of mineralogically accurate lunar,
Martian, and asteroid regolith simulants (Figure 1). This work
details the design philosophy, design process, and manufacturing
processes used to create Exolith Lab simulants as well as motivation,
background, use cases, mineralogical compositions, bulk elemental
compositions (in equivalent oxides) from wavelength dispersive
x-ray fluorescence (XRF) data, compositional phase information
from x-ray diffraction (XRD) data, and particle size distribution
(PSD) at the time this work was authored. The goal of this work is to

FIGURE 1
Exolith Lab planetary regolith simulants (A) LHS-1, (B) LMS-1, (C) LHS-1D, (D) LMS-1D, (E) MGS-1, (F) MGS-1C, (G) MGS-1S, (H) JEZ-1, (I) CI-V2, (J)
CM-V2, and (K) CR-V2.
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describe the philosophy and capabilities of Exolith Lab and the
current main production line of lunar, Martian, and asteroid regolith
simulants and establish the simulants themselves, the design
philosophy, characterization methods, and the production
methods as open-source standards for testing of any technology
or system intended for extraterrestrial use. Forthcoming work will
perform quantitative analyses on each of these simulants to compare
their physical and chemical properties to the regolith they are
intended to simulate, and as such, detailed comparisons are not
directly provided here.

The mineralogic compositions of Exolith Lab simulants are based
on returned samples and remote sensing data. Once the mineralogy of
the target body or site is estimated, Exolith Lab finds terrestrial rocks
and minerals with well-characterized, reliable sources to provide
materials that either arrive pre-processed to specific grain size
ranges or uses in-house rock crushing equipment to crush
feedstock and size sort using ASTM standard sieves and sieve
shakers (Figures 2A, B). To better simulate the irregular, jagged
shapes of lunar and asteroid regolith grains that result from
undergoing space weathering processes over billions of years,
Exolith Lab strives to attain realistic grain shapes by using
percussive crushing methods (hammer mill and jaw crusher,
Figures 2C, D). When simulants with small (e.g., less than

~50 µm) maximum particle sizes are being produced, ball mills
(Figure 2E) are used to reduce particle size to the desired range.
Once each mineral or rock is prepared, the constituents are combined
in the desired proportions (with <0.5 wt% difference in each
production run) and mixed in cement mixers (Figure 2F).

When discussing the chemical composition of geologic materials,
it is not sufficient to only describe the mineralogy since different
minerals can have varying concentrations of elements and often exist
on compositional continua (e.g., solid solutions). Since planetary
regolith is created from different materials and in different
environments from that of Earth, the relative concentrations of
elements within minerals and the form those elements take (e.g.,
native elements, oxides, glasses, or minerals) vary widely. This means
that there is a definitive need for determination of the bulk elemental
composition of returned regolith and simulants to be able to
accurately compare geochemical properties of simulant used for
research and development of ISRU- and exploration-related
technologies. The trace element profile of a regolith simulant is
inherently the trace element profile of a terrestrial material since
simulants are created solely from materials found on Earth, and since
planetary terrestrial regolith formation processes are vastly different, a
simulant should never be correlated to actual planetary regolith in
trace element analyses. Here, the major and minor elemental

FIGURE 2
(A) Sieves and sieve shakers used in small-batch Exolith Lab simulant production, (B) sieves and sieve shaker used in bulk, large-volume Exolith Lab
simulant production, (C) hammermill and (D) jaw crusher used to percussively crush rocks andminerals for use in Exolith Lab simulants, (E) cementmixer
with steel balls added for ball milling simulants to particle sizes smaller than the Exolith Lab hammer mill and jaw crusher can produce, (F) cement mixers
used to mix simulant and serve as ball mills when steel balls are added during mixing.
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composition of Exolith Lab simulants is given as equivalent oxides
based on XRF analysis. Comparisons to lunar, Martian, and asteroid
XRF data are not provided here since this work is specifically a
description of simulants, design philosophy, and characterization and
production methods, but forthcoming publications should provide
detailed comparisons to actual planetary regolith XRF data.

The compositional phases of planetary regolith are highly varied
and impacted by weathering processes that mechanically and
chemically alter the rocks and minerals on the Moon, Mars, and
asteroids. Knowledge of the proportions of different mineralogic and
amorphous phases present of planetary regolith provides insights
into formational and evolutionary processes that affected or are still
affecting the regolith in question, and this determines the processing
needed to be able to use the regolith as a resource or a construction
material. Even though Exolith Lab uses a mineral-based design
philosophy that utilizes high-purity materials combined in specific
proportions to make planetary regolith simulants, characterizations
of the different compositional phases is key to the research and
development of space resource technologies. Such characterizations
allow comparison to planetary samples either returned or impacted
onto Earth or in situ mineralogical/phase measurements on other
planetary bodies to better understand results obtained in testing
space resource technologies using a given simulant and how the
simulant can be improved if new data is obtained. If simulants used
in laboratory testing of space resource technologies are well
characterized in terms of phases present, results from laboratory
testing can provide information on the most efficient way to utilize
planetary regolith and how planetary regolith weathering processes
affect in situ regolith. As with XRF data, direct comparisons of XRD
data between Exolith Lab lunar, Martian, and asteroid simulants are
not given here because the intent of this paper is to formally
introduce and describe the simulants presented and forthcoming
publications should provide rigorous, quantitative comparisons
between simulants and regolith.

The particle size range and distributions determine the physical
(thermal, electromagnetic, and mechanical) and chemical properties
of planetary regolith, therefore simulants should match the particle
size ranges and distributions of the regolith they are intended to
simulate. Since the ease and cost of space exploration, resource
prospecting, mining, and processing are all so dependent on being
able to operate in extreme conditions with planetary particle size
ranges and distributions, technologies must be tested and validated
prior to flight in appropriate testing materials with realistic
compositions and particle sizes. Since particle size and PSD
strongly affect the physical properties of a regolith, these
properties were ranked as the top two most important properties
that a regolith simulant must match (Sibille et al., 2006). Exolith Lab
controls particle size range of produced simulants at the processes
level with the goal to replicate the particle size range and distribution
of the <1 mm size fraction of lunar and Martian regolith. Asteroid
simulants are available in fine powder (<1 mm) or “cobble” (coarse
aggregate) form (terminology from Britt et al., 2019), with the
“cobble” form having a larger particle size range and more
variable PSD with aggregates ≥10,000 µm (1 cm). Throughout
this work, the geoscience standard Wentworth (1922) particle
size scale and nomenclature is used for all size descriptions, and
by this scheme, the “cobble” nomenclature for asteroid simulants
established by Britt et al. (2019) is formally “pebbles.”

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Simulant production methods

2.1.1 Design philosophy
Exolith Lab simulant design and manufacturing philosophy is a

constrained maximization of fidelity relative to cost, safety, and
material availability, and parameters tuned in this optimization are
mineralogy and particle geometry (size and shape). Mineralogy is a
cornerstone of Exolith Lab’s design philosophy because mineralogy
determines the geochemical and physical properties since each
mineral has a unique crystal habit, cleavage planes, chemistry,
and grain density. Particle size range and distribution are among
the most important aspects of lunar and planetary regolith simulants
(Sibille et al., 2006; Metzger et al., 2019) as they drive geomechanical
properties as well as affecting material processing requirements for
ISRU (e.g., melting temperatures for metal and oxygen extraction,
material transport). Based on the contributions of these factors to
the physical and chemical properties of planetary regolith,
mineralogy and particle geometry are highly important factors
that need to be considered in simulant selection for research and
development efforts in mobility, dust mitigation, tool-regolith
interactions, resource evaluation, resource acquisition, material
transport, resource extraction and refinement, and infrastructure
development.

2.1.2 Material sourcing and simulant production
equipment

Exolith Lab sources bulk amounts of high purity commercially
available rocks and minerals for use in simulant production.
Procuring large amounts of material not only enables more
simulant to be produced without downtime waiting for material
to arrive, but it also provides higher product consistency. Where
possible, constituents that have been or are currently being used in
other commonly used simulants are being used, such as Merriam
crater basalt that was used in JSC-1 (McKay et al., 1994) and
Greenspar anorthosite. The use of Merriam crater basalt in
Exolith Lab simulants is a recent change at the time of writing
(and was used in the simulants analyzed and presented in this work),
and this specific change was made to be more directly comparable to
other simulants. Even though Exolith Lab aims to keep material
sources and production methods consistent as possible, sometimes
change is necessary due to inevitable issues such as a change in
material source location (even different sites within the same mine,
for example,), material supplier, or equipment upgrades. Such
material changes affect the simulant by altering things such as
(but not limited to) chemical composition, processing
requirements that can affect particle shape and size distributions,
and grain density. Exolith Lab works to keep feedstock as consistent
as possible though direct connections with suppliers and changing
only whenmaterial becomes unavailable or it drastically affects price
and there is a suitable alternative readily available, though
quantitative analysis on variation of simulant mineralogy and
particle size distribution is not performed through time.
Information on materials and material sources used in simulants
can be requested by contacting Exolith Lab and providing
information on when the simulant was purchased. For the most
up-to-date information on Exolith Lab simulants, custom simulant
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creation, or scientific simulant consultations, please visit the Exolith
Lab website (www.exolithsimulants.com).

2.2 Data collection methods

2.2.1 XRF
XRF is an accepted method for the accurate quantification of the

bulk elemental composition of geologic materials (e.g., Hooper,
1964) is widely applied to analysis of extraterrestrial material in
situ (Adler et al., 1972a; Adler et al., 1972b; McKenzie et al., 2020), in
laboratories (Rose et al., 1970), and evaluating simulant suitability
for testing ISRU and exploration technologies (Isachenkov et al.,
2022). Using a method similar to Johnson et al. (1999), the Hamilton
Analytical Laboratory (HAL) at Hamilton College performed XRF
analysis on Exolith Lab simulants to determine their bulk elemental
composition and trace element abundances. These XRF data were
acquired using low dilution fused bead method with graphite
crucibles. Samples were ground in a tungsten carbide ring mill
and the powder was then combined in a 2:1 flux:powder ratio. This
mix was then blended and fused in a graphite crucible at 1,000°C.
The resulting pellets were cleaned of residual carbon and then
reground and refused again at 1,000°C. The surfaces of the
doubly fused pellets had their surfaces finished (15 µm surface
finish) and cleaned in ethanol. The prepared samples were then
analyzed in the Thermo ARL Perform’X spectrometer with an
accelerating voltage of 45 kV and 45 mA current. Loss on
ignition (LOI) was measured for all samples by heating 15–17 h
in silica crucibles at 900 °C. This temperature is chosen to allow any
organic matter, carbonates, and other volatiles to be baked off while
minimizing the loss of sodium, potassium, and lead, and the
duration of heating is chosen to more complete oxidation of iron
to a single oxidation state. The differences of the low dilution
graphite fusion method include: 1) a single sample allows for
major, minor, and trace elements to be analyzed, increasing
efficiency without a loss of accuracy; 2) a constant voltage on an
Rh target is used to achieve stability and precision for all elements; 3)
the oxidation state of iron and the volatile content of the rocks and
minerals being analyzed is disregarded, leaving the major element
concentrations to be reported as normalized and free of volatiles
with all iron expressed as FeO rather than split into Fe2O3 and FeO
(Johnson et al., 1999). More information on the sample preparation
and analysis procedure can be found in Johnson et al. (1999) and at
https://www.hamilton.edu/academics/analytical-lab.

2.2.2 XRD
XRD is an analytical technique often used to identify different

phases in crystalline materials (Bunaciu et al., 2015) and is hence
often used to characterize the different minerals and amorphous
material present in rocks and minerals, whether terrestrial or from
space such as meteorites (Bland et al., 2004) or returned lunar
samples (Taylor et al., 2019). The Engineering and Mining
Experiment Station (EMES) at the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology used a Malvern Panalytical Empyrean x-ray
diffractometer with a cobalt cathode (λ = 1.79 Å) at 40 kV
accelerating voltage and 45 mA current to generate x-ray
diffraction patterns for Exolith Lab lunar, Martian, and asteroid
simulants. iCore and dCore automated optics using fixed slits

approximately 1 cm × 1 cm footprint were normal to the beam
and a PIXcel3D detector was operated as a scanning line 1D
detector. The samples of simulant were crushed with a ball mill
and mixed with 10%–15% corundum as an internal standard for
amorphous content determination. Samples were scanned in values
of 2θ from 5° to 90° at a rate of 0.3° per second with five iterative
rotations and subsequent re-scans of the sample to assist in reducing
texture contributions from the wide PSDs of the simulants. Phase
identifications are not offered here since Exolith Lab simulants are
created using specific proportions of well-documented mineral and
rock components so the input mineralogy is known. XRD data
presented here are available upon request to allow Exolith Lab and
other simulant users to compare the phase compositions before and
after working with simulants at extreme temperatures or pressures
that cause phase changes such as metal and oxygen extractions. It
should be noted that XRD patterns are best when the material being
analyzed is of uniform particle size, but Exolith Lab simulants often
have particle size ranges that span at least four orders of magnitude
(and often more), which lowers overall peak intensity in XRD
patterns, potentially rendering phase identification difficult, and
even proper sample preparation methods may not fully resolve
this. More information on XRD data collection and analysis can be
found at https://www.sdsmt.edu/EMES/.

2.2.3 Particle size analysis
The PSDs of Exolith Lab simulants were measured by a CILAS

1190 volumetric particle size analyzer (0.04–2,500 μm detection range)
in liquid dispersion mode using deionized (DI) water as the dispersal
agent. To analyze simulant samples, the simulant was added to the
vibrating dispersal cell and then was pumped to the measurement cell.
In the measurement cell, lasers of 640 and 830 nm wavelengths strike
incident in the suspended particles and diffract onto detectors. The
CILAS 1190 uses the CILAS Size Expert software pipeline to analyze the
diffraction patterns of the three independent samples of each simulant
being tested, and the volumetric percentages of each size bin, or the
density function (q3), and the cumulative distribution (Q3) are
calculated for each of the three samples of each simulant. From
these samples, the mean of both the density functions and
cumulative distributions are calculated with 2σ confidence intervals.
From the cumulative distribution, the D10, D30, D50, D60, and
D90 particle sizes are calculated along with the span (s, Eq. 1) of
each distribution. D10 is the particle size at which 10% of the volume of
particles in the distribution are smaller than that size, and D30 is the
particle size at which 30% of the volume of particles in the distribution
are smaller than that particular size, D50 is the median size, D60 is the
size at which 60% of the particles are volumetrically smaller, and D90 is
the size at which 90% of the particles are volumetrically smaller than
that size. These values are also used to calculate the coefficient of
uniformity (Cu, Eq. 2) and the coefficient of curvature (Cc, Eq. 3) to
serve as another standard metric to describe PSDs as described in
ASTM D2487 (ASTM Standard D2487 2017).

s � D90 −D10
D50

(1)

Cu � D60
D10

(2)

CC � D30( )2
D10 × D60

(3)
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It should be noted that the binding agent used to produce the
pebble-sized asteroid simulants from the powder simulants is
soluble in water and the cobbles are relatively weak, so the
asteroid simulant PSDs reported here are only representative of
the loose powder forms of each asteroid simulant. Comparisons to
particle size data from lunar, Martian, and asteroid regolith are not
made here, for the same reasons stated before regarding XRF and
XRD data: this manuscript serves only to introduce and describe the
simulants with rigorous quantitative comparisons recommended for
future publications describing the Exolith Lab simulants
discussed here.

2.3 Lunar regolith simulants

The lunar regolith is formed from physical and chemical space
weathering processes, such as impact gardening and solar
irradiation, that break down the lunar bedrock (Hörz et al.,
1991). The hard vacuum on the surface of the Moon is a
strongly reducing environment, presenting phenomena and
compositions that are not observed on Earth (Taylor et al.,
2001). The lunar surface can be broken down into two main
geologic provinces: the feldspathic lunar highlands which cover
80% of the lunar surface and the basaltic lunar mare (Haskin
and Warren, 1991; Spudis and Pieters, 1991; Head and Wilson,
1992; Jolliff et al., 2000). Aside from the lunar highlands and mare,
there are more less commonly observed geologic domains including
silicic volcanic features that are similar to terrestrial rhyolitic domes
(Head andMcCord, 1978; Hagerty et al., 2006; Siegler et al., 2023) as
well as pyroclastic deposits (Gaddis et al., 2003; Gustafson et al.,
2012; Trang et al., 2017). The lunar highlands comprise the original
crust formed through differentiation during the formation of the
Moon and are dominantly composed of anorthosite and similar
lithologies (Crites and Lucey, 2015; Taylor et al., 2019). The lunar
mare formed when ancient basaltic magma originating in the lunar
mantle ascended, erupted as lava, and flowed to fill topographic lows
such as impact basins (Taylor et al., 1991; Head and Wilson, 1992).
These two generalized geologic provinces were explored by NASA’s
Apollo missions which returned samples from highlands, mare, and
areas near the contacts between the highlands and mare. The
compositions of regolith samples from the margins between the
highlands and mare show intermediate compositions that indicate
mixing of the regolith from both provinces (e.g., Heiken andMcKay,
1974), with material being transported as impact ejecta and
subsequently impact gardened. Renewed efforts from
organizations across the globe, including government space
agencies, private companies, and more, aim to explore the lunar
surface and establish permanent infrastructure, with the initial target
being the lunar south pole. The south pole is shown to have a
highlands-like composition (Lemelin et al., 2022) and contains some
of the purest anorthosites (nearly 100% plagioclase) on the lunar
surface (Ohtake et al., 2009). From the lunar south pole, crewed and
autonomous activities will extend north and include various mare
terranes, including KREEPmare basalts that are enriched in valuable
and useful elements such as potassium (K), rare earth elements
(REE), uranium, thorium, and phosphorus (P) (Carlson and
Lugmair, 1979; Wieczorek and Phillips, 2000). With this renewed
interest in sustained human and robotic presence on the lunar

surface, technologies must be researched, developed, and tested
using appropriate simulants on Earth to leverage the various
compositions of the lunar regolith to maximize the safety and
efficiency of various lunar systems.

Exolith Lab produces two main lunar regolith simulants that are
designed to approximate the mineralogy and particle geometries of
the lunar highlands and lunar mare regolith: LHS-1 (Figure 1A)
simulates the lunar highlands, and LMS-1 (Figure 1B) simulates the
lunar mare. Both of these simulants have a maximum particle size of
1,000 µm. Two “dusty” versions of each of these simulants are also
offered, dubbed LHS-1D (Figure 1C) and LMS-1D (Figure 1D), and
these have maximum particle sizes of ~35 µm (“clay” to “coarse silt”
when classified by the Wentworth scale) and the same mineralogic
composition of LHS-1 and LMS-1, respectively. The mineralogy of
LHS-1 (and therefore LHS-1D) is based on the 90 to 1,000 µm
portion of the particle size distribution of Apollo sample 67,461
(Simon et al., 1981), whereas LMS-1 (and therefore LMS-1D) was
created based on Apollo sample 24,999 (Simon et al., 1981). As
shown in Long-Fox et al. (2023), the PSD of LHS-1 and LMS-1 align
well with “key” returned samples from the lunar highlands and
mare, respectively, identified in the Lunar Soils Grain Size Catalog
(Graf, 1993). LHS-1D and LMS-1D are designed to mimic the
chemistry and mechanics of the finest portions of the lunar
highlands and mare regolith and are manufactured by ball
milling the “parent” LHS-1 and LMS-1 simulants. The clay/
coarse silt-sized particles that make up LHS-1D and LMS-1D
have high surface area to volume ratios, and as such, LHS-1D
and LMS-1D are prone to electrostatic clumping (as seen at the
base of the piles of simulant in Figures 1C, D) and other electrostatic
and atmospheric effects that are not observed in LHS-1 and LMS-1
(Easter et al., 2022; Madison et al., 2022; Millwater et al., 2022).

2.4 Martian regolith simulants

The Martian regolith is produced by dynamic geologic
processes, both past and present, including meteoritic impacts,
eolian and fluvial processes, and volcanic activity (McCauly,
1973; Malin and Edgett, 2000; Murchie et al., 2009). Remote
sensing observations indicate a global basaltic crust (McSween
et al., 2009) that is processed into a globally distributed basaltic
regolith (Yen et al., 2005), and three of the seven sites that have been
directly sampled in situ by landers or rovers show similar basaltic
mineralogy and bulk elemental compositions (Yen et al., 2013) with
site-specific enrichments in other compositions (e.g., different
volcanic and alteration products). It can be assumed that
variation from this apparent global basaltic composition is driven
by local geologic and environmental processes. The fine particles in
the Martian regolith are lofted through various processes and
entrained in atmospheric pressure systems that, just like on
Earth, distribute these particles around the planet (Toon et al.,
1977). The Rocknest site within Gale crater, the most well-
characterized regolith on the Martian surface (Bish et al., 2013;
Blake et al., 2013; Leshin et al., 2013; Achilles et al., 2017; Sutter et al.,
2017), is composed of atmospherically distributed dust, and
therefore can be expected to serve as a global average for the
composition of the Martian regolith, despite the relative sulfur
enrichment of the Curiosity landing region. The similarity of the
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Rocknest regolith to the regolith of other landing sites makes it
suitable to serve as the basis for mineralogically accurate Martian
regolith simulants (Cannon et al., 2019).

Exolith Lab produces four Martian regolith simulants, all based
on the Rocknest regolith with some supplementary contribution
from remote sensing observations (e.g., Baird et al., 1976; Poulet
et al., 2008). MGS-1 (Figure 1E) is the base simulant for the rest of
the Martian simulants that Exolith Lab offers and was created to
simulate Rocknest (Cannon et al., 2019) and hence the expected
global average Martian regolith. The other Martian regolith
simulants, MGS-1C (Figure 1F), MGS-1S (Figure 1G), and JEZ-1
(Figure 1H) use MGS-1 as the base component but add other
mineral phases such as clay minerals and alteration products to
simulate different areas of the Martian surface. MGS-1C is a
modified version of MGS-1 that maintains the basaltic base
component (plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxenes) but use enriched
in clay minerals to simulate a clay-rich Noachian regolith. Due to the
high-clay content, MGS-1C has a smaller median particle size than
the rest of the Exolith Lab Martian regolith simulants. MGS-1S also
maintains the root Rocknest-like composition but is amended with
sulfate-rich minerals to mimic regolith found in a hydrothermally
active zones on the Martian surface. Finally, JEZ-1 is the Exolith Lab
simulant that approximates the expected mineralogy of Jezero
crater, the site being sampled by NASA’s Mars Sample Return
mission that has strong mineralogical and geomorphic
indications of a dynamic fluvial and lacustrine past (Horgan
et al., 2020). Due to the inclusion of secondary minerals beyond
the base MGS-1 composition, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 have
PSDs that are multi-modal with the non-crystalline silicate phases
being of larger grain size (~10–1,000 µm) and the additional,
weathered/altered phases being a distinct smaller size fraction
(~2–11 µm).

2.5 Asteroid regolith simulants

Asteroids, relative to other planetary bodies, are primitive
objects that provide information on the nebula from which they
formed, the materials that planets formed from and subsequently
differentiated, cratering processes, space weathering processes
(e.g., Clark et al., 2002), cratering, thermal and aqueous
alteration (Keil, 2000), and general regolith formation (Housen
et al., 1979; Delbo et al., 2014), and they are also of interest for
developing space-based economies and resource utilization
systems (Metzger et al., 2013; Mueller et al., 2016; Pohl and
Britt, 2017; Mardon and Zhou, 2019; Nadoushan et al., 2020;
Srivastava et al., 2023). Asteroids are too small to have
atmospheres and also too small to drive internal heat
generation processes after the earliest period of Solar System
accretion (Housen et al., 1979) so it can be assumed that any
regolith present is formed from thermal disintegration, irradiation,
collisional events with impactors ranging in size from
micrometeorites to other asteroids, and aqueous alteration
(Housen et al., 1979; Housen and Wilkening, 1982; Clark et al.,
2002; Che and Zega, 2023). A group of asteroids of great scientific
and resource-based interest are the C-complex asteroids, which are
thought to include some of the most primitive bodies in the Solar
System and the source of the well-characterized carbonaceous

chondrite meteorites (Johnson and Fanale, 1973; Rivkin, 2012).
This group includes subtypes which are close in chemical
composition to the Sun and the primitive solar nebula and
often have water- and other volatile-enriched minerals
(Brearley, 2006; King et al., 2015). The C-complex asteroids
contain carbon in addition to phyllosilicates, oxides, and
sulfides (Brearley, 2006), and the CI (volatile-rich), CM
(moderately enriched in volatiles), and CR (lesser volatile
enrichment) carbonaceous chondrites serve as the best source
of information on the mineralogy of these volatile-rich asteroid
materials (Britt et al., 2019). Understanding the mineralogies and
volatile content that are anticipated on the surface of asteroids, and
how these parameters drive spectral and physical/thermophysical
properties, is key to developing asteroid focused resource and
exploration technologies.

Exolith Lab produces three standardized asteroid regolith
simulants, based on the mineralogy and physical properties of
the carbonaceous chondrites (Britt et al., 2019): CI-V2 (Figure
1I), CM-V2 (Figure 1J), and CR-V2 (Figure 1K). The
nomenclature for these simulants deviates from other Exolith Lab
naming schemes so that the simulants are not implied to simulate
differing degrees of aqueous alteration, such as “CM2”. As outlined
in Britt et al. (2019), the CI-V2 simulant is based on the mineralogy
of the CI chondrite group, specifically the well-characterized Orgueil
(Bland et al., 2004), CM-V2 is designed based on the Murchison
meteorite (Howard et al., 2009), and CR-V2 is based on the average
of five Antarctic CR chondrites (PCA 91082, LAP 02342, QUE
99177, and GRA 06100). It should be noted that the asteroid regolith
simulants presented here are created using the “future update”
compositions (hence the “V2” designations), rather than the
“prototype” compositions given in Britt et al. (2019). Some
mineralogical components of the meteorites, such as the Fe-rich
serpentine cronstedtite and tochinilite are not common on Earth, so
other phyllosilicates (the non-asbestiform, Mg-rich serpentines
antigorite or lizardite) and sulfates are used. Each of CI-V2, CM-
V2, and CR-V2 are offered, as denoted by Britt et al. (2019), as “dry
powder” [≤1,000 μm; coarse sand or finer by Wentworth (1922)] or
“cobble” [variable sizes; coarse pebbles or finer by Wentworth
(1922)] mixes. The “dry” mixes are simply mixes of the different
mineral constituents, processed to size as needed, then mixed
together and packaged. These pebble-sized (Wentworth, 1922)
simulants are intended to mimic the coherent strength of the
pebbles on asteroid surfaces and rubble pile asteroids (Britt et al.,
2019) and are produced by binding the finer (coarse sand) mix
particles together. For CI-V2, a 1:4 ratio of water to dry mix (by
mass) is created and air dried. The resulting solid material, bound
together by the clays, loses all added water upon drying and matches
strength measurements from CI chondrites (Britt et al., 2019;
Metzger et al., 2019; Pohl and Britt, 2020). CM-V2 and CR-V2
have considerably lower clay content that CI-V2, so to make the
relatively stronger pebbles from these two dry mixes, sodium
metasilicate pentahydrate is dissolved in water, and this solution
is mixed in a similar 1:4 ratio as the CI-V2 water binding process,
then cured in a block-shaped mold at ~75°C. When stronger pebble-
sized aggregates are desired, the concentration of sodium
metasilicate can be increased. It has been shown that most of the
water added is outgassed during curing and that the sodium
metasilicate increases the SiO2 and Na2O content of the simulant
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by less than 2 wt% (Britt et al., 2019). The particle size distribution
and range of the pebble-sized simulant varies from batch to batch
and is able to be customized per customer needs.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Lunar regolith simulants

3.1.1 Mineralogy and implications
Since mineralogical accuracy is a cornerstone of the Exolith Lab

design philosophy, lunar simulant mineralogy (Table 1) is based on
returned samples of a lunar regolith. LHS-1, a lunar highlands
simulant is dominantly felsic in nature, mimicking pristine
sample mineralogy around the Apollo 16 landing site in the
equatorial intercrater highlands as well as around the lunar south
pole, the region of interest for of NASA’s Artemis program and
related missions around the world. LHS-1D has the same
mineralogical makeup as LHS-1 just with a reduced particle size,
so it is also a mineralogically accurate lunar highlands dust simulant.
LMS-1, the Exolith Lab lunar mare simulant, was developed to
mimic the mineralogy of pristine and representative returned

samples from the lunar mare. Likewise, LMS-1D is a
mineralogically accurate lunar mare dust simulant with fidelity
inherited from LMS-1.

3.1.2 XRF analysis applications and implications
Knowledge of the bulk elemental composition of lunar regolith

simulants used to test technologies such as molten regolith
electrolysis (MRE) and sintering in Earth-based laboratories is
critical to predicting the performance of the technology on the
lunar surface (Sibille et al., 2009; Humbert et al., 2022). Despite the
inherent differences in the chemical properties of simulants and
lunar regolith (Isachenkov et al., 2022), a mineralogically and
geochemically accurate simulant is required to properly develop
lunar systems. Once a quantitative understanding of a given lunar
ISRU process is established in the lab, the differences in the
chemistry of the simulant and actual lunar regolith will be able
to be modeled and the system adapted to function more efficiently
once deployed on the Moon. Considering this, the elemental
abundances of major and minor element equivalent oxides
detected by XRF of Exolith Lab lunar regolith simulants
produced in February 2023 (and are not expected to undergo any
feedstock changes in the coming years) are given in Table 2 and trace

TABLE 1 Mineralogical compositions in mass percentages of Exolith Lab lunar regolith simulants LHS-1, LMS-1, LHS-1D, and LMS-1D.

Component LHS-1 wt% LMS-1 wt% LHS-1D wt% LMS-1D wt%

Anorthosite 74.4 19.8 74.4 19.8

Glass-rich basalt 24.7 32.0 24.7 32.0

Ilmenite 0.4 4.3 0.4 4.3

Olivine 0.2 11.1 0.2 11.1

Pyroxenite (bronzitite) 0.3 32.8 0.3 32.8

TABLE 2 Bulk chemistry of major andminor elements, in equivalent oxides, of the Exolith Lab lunar, Martian, and asteroid regolith simulants as measured by fused
bead XRF and the measured loss on ignition (LOI) for each simulant.

Oxide LHS-1
wt%

LMS-1
wt%

LHS-1D
wt%

LMS-1D
wt%

MGS-1
wt%

MGS-1C
wt%

MGS-1S
wt%

JEZ-1
wt%

CI-V2
wt%

CM-V2
wt%

CR-V2
wt%

SiO2 49.12 48.22 48.67 47.42 43.90 43.83 32.60 38.57 26.44 28.19 36.54

Al2O3 26.29 12.40 26.23 14.02 12.84 10.42 9.59 7.87 4.31 3.64 2.43

CaO 13.52 7.65 13.41 8.26 7.91 9.13 21.39 5.39 2.61 3.14 1.89

Na2O 2.55 1.73 2.51 1.72 1.49 1.48 1.08 0.96 0.09 1.43 1.64

FeO* 3.20 8.79 3.73 8.74 10.60 7.34 7.79 8.34 23.24 13.39 27.62

MgO 2.86 15.97 2.66 14.91 14.81 13.47 11.51 26.96 24.04 30.61 25.18

MnO 0.06 0.2 0.06 0.18 0.112 0.09 0.087 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.16

TiO2 0.63 2.70 0.70 2.68 0.46 0.39 0.361 0.29 0.41 0.26 0.14

K2O 0.34 0.42 0.37 0.39 0.29 1.44 0.32 0.35 0.49 0.03 0.15

P2O5 0.17 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.125 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.05

LOI 0.41 0.56 0.46 0.48 4.90 10.38 10.76 8.79 16.08 16.86 1.34

Total 99.15 98.87 98.97 99.00 97.48 98.11 95.61 97.73 97.90 97.69 97.14

*Cumulative FeO and Fe2O3. The fused bead XRF, methodology does not allow for determination of relative amounts of Fe2O3 and FeO so total iron content is reported as FeO.
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element concentrations for these simulants are given in
Supplementary Material.

3.1.3 XRD analysis applications and implications
Mineralogy controls the physical and chemical properties of

geologic materials, hence having data to characterize the phases
present in lunar regolith and lunar simulants allows for better
understanding of challenges and requirements for resource
prospecting, acquisition, processing, and utilization as well as
comparisons between data from surface operations and from in-
lab testing. See Long-Fox et al. (2023) for a tabular comparison of the
composition of Exolith Lab LHS-1 and LMS-1 simulant versus lunar
highlands and mare regolith. The phases present in lunar regolith
and lunar regolith simulants, including volcanically-derived glasses,
(simulated) agglutinates, and impact melts (in the case of actual
lunar regolith) will affect the mechanical strength of the regolith or
simulant and how it behaves in high-temperature processes such as
microwave or solar sintering and MRE. Since mineralogy underpins
every interaction with lunar regolith and its simulants,
characterization of the phases present is essential to developing
and understanding of how to best develop technologies to leverage
local resources on the lunar surface. Therefore, XRD patterns of
Exolith Lab lunar regolith simulants LHS-1, LMS-1, LHS-1D, and
LMS-1D are given in Figure 3 and data files (2θ angle and counts)
are available upon request to the corresponding author.

3.1.4 Particle size analysis applications and
implications

Particle size distributions and ranges are a major contributing
factor in the geomechanical properties of lunar regolith and its
simulants, so technologies developed involving lunar material
transport, flow, storage, and processing need to consider particle
size range and particle size distribution as a key parameter in testing.
The combination of mineralogical accuracy and sample-based (Graf,
1993) particle sizes and particle size distributions of Exolith Lab’s
LHS-1 and LMS-1 simulants makes them appropriate for terrestrial
research and development of lunar resource acquisition, transport,
and processing systems (Isachenkov et al., 2022; Long-Fox et al.,

2023). The particle size cumulative distribution and density function
(both with 2σ confidence intervals) for these specific batches of LHS-
1, LMS-1, LHS-1D, and LMS-1D produced in February 2023 are
given in Figure 4 and the D10, D30, D50, D60, and D90 percentile
values and corresponding distribution spans and uniformity and
curvature coefficients are given in Table 3.

3.2 Martian regolith simulants

3.2.1 Mineralogy and implications
The Exolith Lab design philosophy starts with mineralogy,

hence MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 are all based on in
situ data from Rocknest in Gale crater with some adaptations
based on remote sensing data (Cannon et al., 2019). MGS-1 was
created to be a global average simulant for Martian regolith in
geochemical and geomechanical testing of Martian exploration
and infrastructure development systems (Cannon et al., 2019),
though it should be noted that the composition of MGS-1 was
updated slightly from the original compositions given in Cannon
et al. (2019). Since MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 all use MGS-1 as
the base material, remote sensing data was used to provide
constraints for each of these simulant constituents beyond the
base MGS-1 formula (e.g., Baird et al., 1976; Poulet et al., 2008).
The basaltic mineral content (plagioclase, olivine, pyroxenes) was
scaled accordingly to simulate localized alterations superimposed
onto the base basaltic component. The mineralogical
compositions of MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1
produced in February 2023 with no feedstock changes
expected over the next few years are given in Table 4.

3.2.2 XRF analysis applications and implications
The bulk elemental composition of a Martian regolith simulant

is key information to be considered when designing systems to
utilize the Martian regolith for processes such as oxygen and metal
extraction, agriculture systems, and other infrastructure. Just as with
lunar regolith and lunar regolith simulants described in this work,
there are inherent differences in the chemical properties of the
Martian regolith and its simulants due to the simulant material
being terrestrially derived. Given these differences, thorough
investigations must be performed to understand and optimize
Martian regolith resource utilization. Before this predictive
analysis can happen for the research and development of Martian
SRU and exploration systems, testing must first be done in the lab
using appropriate simulants. Given the importance of knowing
elemental abundances of a simulant for testing across a variety of
disciplines, the abundances of major element equivalent oxides of
Exolith Lab Martian regolith simulants MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S,
and JEZ-1 detected by XRF are given in Table 2, and the trace
element data are given in Supplementary Material.

3.2.3 XRD analysis applications and implications
The mineralogic composition of Martian regolith is highly

complex due to the dynamic processes that have been, or are
still, active on the Martian surface (Yen et al., 2005; Poulet et al.,
2008; Murchie et al., 2009; Bish et al., 2013). Martian regolith
simulants must reasonably match the phase compositions
measured from robotic sampling operations performed on Mars

FIGURE 3
X-ray diffraction patterns of Exolith Lab lunar regolith simulants
LHS-1, LMS-1, LHS-1D, and LMS-1D obtained using a cobalt cathode
with a 2θ wavelength (λ) of 1.79 Å.
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(Cannon et al., 2019). The high mineralogical diversity of Mars
means that there are many different rocks and minerals that can be
used in construction and resource extraction for human and
autonomous infrastructure development and habitation on Mars,
each having a unique set of use cases. Having quantitative data for
compositional phases of Martian regolith simulants used in the
research and development of Martian-aimed technologies gives the
ability to compare and contrast Martian ISRU process sensitivities to
compositional variations and hence predict best methodologies for
use in flight missions (Cannon et al., 2019). XRD patterns for

Martian regolith simulants MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1
are shown in Figure 5 and the data files (2θ angle and counts) are
available upon request from the corresponding author.

3.2.4 Particle size analysis applications and
implications

As previously stated, the particle size distribution of planetary
regolith and simulants are dominant factors that determine the
geomechanical properties of the simulant and also affects chemical
and thermal processing; this, of course, is also true for Martian regolith
simulants. The cumulative distribution and density function (with 2σ
confidence intervals) for MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 are
shown graphically in Figure 6 with, and the D10, D30, D50, D60, and
D90 percentile values, spans, and coefficients of uniformity and
curvature are given in Table 5.

3.3 Asteroid regolith simulants

3.3.1 Mineralogy and implications
Exolith Lab uses mineralogy as the basis of its asteroid simulants,

so the mineralogy of Orgueil (Bland et al., 2004), Murchison (Bland
et al., 2004), and Antarctic meteorites PCA 91082, GRA 95229, LAP
02342, QUE 99177, GRA 06100 (Howard et al., 2015) are used as
reference materials for CI-V2, CM-V2, and CR-V2, respectively,
with CR-V2 being based on the Antarctic CRs. As previously stated,
the unique mineralogies of asteroids compared to the relatively

FIGURE 4
Particle size distribution plots of (A) LHS-1, (B) LMS-1, (C) LHS-1D, and (D) LMS-1D showing the mean cumulative distribution (Q3) and the density
function (q3) of the samples tested with 2σ error bars.

TABLE 3 Percentile values, spans, and gradation coefficients (Cu and Cc) of the
particle size distributions of LHS-1, LMS-1, LHS-1D, and LMS-1D lunar regolith
simulants.

Quantity LHS-1 LMS-1 LHS-1D LMS-1D

D10 (µm) 7.61 5.82 1.85 1.07

D30 (µm) 30.64 35.31 5.08 2.88

D50 (µm) 59.79 72.27 9.74 5.92

D60 (µm) 77.60 95.31 11.94 7.91

D90 (µm) 202.35 282.47 21.06 15.58

Span (dimensionless) 3.26 3.83 1.97 2.45

Cu (dimensionless) 10.20 16.38 6.45 7.39

Cc (dimensionless) 1.59 2.25 1.17 0.98
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evolved and oxidized materials on Earth, are not always able to be
replicated and substitutions had to be made (e.g., Mg-serpentine
substituting for Fe-serpentine). These substitutions that deviate
from the expected compositions of asteroidal regolith are judged
to be reasonable given the trades and sacrifices of fidelity involved in
using a cost-effective, open-source approach to produce large
amounts of simulant (Britt et al., 2019). The formulae given in
Table 6 for CI-V2, CM-V2, and CR-V2 are the “future updates”
referred to in Britt et al. (2019).

3.3.2 XRF analysis applications and implications
Just as with lunar and Martian regolith simulants, the bulk

elemental composition of an asteroid regolith simulant must be

reasonably accurate to the regolith being simulated to serve as
appropriate materials for the testing of various space resource
chemical processing systems (Britt et al., 2019; Metzger et al., 2019).
Since the exact composition of planetary regolith is impossible to
perfectly recreate from terrestrial materials (which are generally
enriched in Mg and Al with lesser amounts of Fe), any differences
must be quantified and accounted for, which is recommended to be the
subject of future publications. For Exolith Lab asteroid regolith
simulants, one of the main differences between asteroid regolith and
the simulant is the use of Mg-rich, non-asbestiform serpentines as
opposed to the Fe-rich cronstedtite (not widely available) and Fe-rich
tochilinite (not widely available) being substituted for other Fe-rich
compounds such as iron powder. This relative depletion in Fe and
enrichment in Mg, while not ideal, offers the best constrained
maximization approximation of asteroidal materials while
maintaining product availability, safety, and fidelity (Britt et al.,
2019). The abundances of major elements in CI-V2, CM-V2, and
CR-V2, detected by fused-bead XRF, are given in Table 2 and the trace
element concentrations are given in Supplementary Material.

3.3.3 XRD analysis applications and implications
Asteroid regolith is mineralogically complex, and even though

asteroids are some of the most primitive bodies in the Solar System
and give unique views into Solar System and planetary formation, they
are generally modified through radiation bombardment, impacts, and
sometimes aqueous alteration. The degree and type of space weathering
experienced by asteroids determines how the original mineralogy was
altered, and knowledge of phases (altered and unaltered, glassy and
crystalline) present in asteroid regolith can provide information on
resource potential and onwhat is required for safe and efficient resource
acquisition and extraction processes, anchoring, traversal, excavation,
and processing. Such knowledge must be gained in the laboratory using
appropriate simulants in research and development (Metzger et al.,

TABLE 4 Mineralogical compositions in mass percentages of Exolith Lab Martian regolith simulants MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1.

Component MGS-1 wt% MGS-1C wt% MGS-1S wt% JEZ-1 wt%

Anhydrite 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0

Anorthosite 27.1 16.4 16.4 16.0

Fe-carbonate (siderite) 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.8

Ferrihydrite 3.5 2.1 2.1 2.1

Glass-rich basalt 22.9 13.7 13.7 13.5

Gypsum 0.0 0.0 40.0 0.0

Hematite 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3

Hydrated silica 3.0 1.8 1.8 1.8

Magnetite 1.9 1.1 1.1 1.1

Mg-carbonate 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.0

Mg-sulfate (epsomite) 4.0 2.4 2.4 2.4

Olivine 13.7 8.2 8.2 32.0

Pyroxenite (bronzitite) 20.3 12.2 12.2 12.0

Smectite (montmorillonite) 0.0 40.0 0.0 6.0

FIGURE 5
X-ray diffraction patterns of Exolith Lab Martian regolith
simulants MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 obtained using a
cobalt cathode with a 2θ wavelength (λ) of 1.79 Å.
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2019). Since the mineralogy is so vital to consider when designing and
testing hardware and planning flight missions to interact with asteroids
(Britt et al., 2019; Metzger et al., 2019), Exolith Lab asteroid regolith
simulants CI-V2, CM-V2, and CR-V2 XRD patterns are given in
Figure 7 with data files available upon request from the
corresponding author. These data allow Exolith Lab asteroid regolith
simulant users to compare results of testing resource acquisition and
processing systems that involve elevated temperatures or pressures that
may alter the mineralogy of the regolith to get a better understanding of
process variation and efficiency.

3.3.4 Particle size analysis and implications
The particle size distribution of asteroid regolith simulants is a key

property that, like any planetary regolith simulant, affects the
geomechanical and thermophysical properties of the simulant.

FIGURE 6
Particle size distribution plots of (A)MGS-1, (B)MGS-1C, (C)MGS-1S, and (D) JEZ-1 showing the mean cumulative distribution (Q3) and the density
function (q3) of the samples tested with 2σ error bars.

TABLE 5 Percentile values, spans, and gradation coefficients (Cu and Cc) of the
particle size distributions of MGS-1, MGS-1C, MGS-1S, and JEZ-1 Martian
regolith simulants.

Quantity MGS-1 MGS-1C MGS-1S JEZ-1

D10 (µm) 5.19 1.64 7.99 2.97

D30 (µm) 19.96 5.16 29.89 16.91

D50 (µm) 49.30 15.50 63.13 46.92

D60 (µm) 66.85 28.98 81.61 60.99

D90 (µm) 205.48 107.48 233.17 127.27

Span (dimensionless) 4.06 6.83 3.57 2.65

Cu (dimensionless) 12.88 17.67 10.21 20.53

Cc (dimensionless) 1.15 0.56 1.37 1.58

TABLE 6 Mineralogical compositions in mass percentages of Exolith Lab
asteroid regolith simulants CI-V2, CM-V2, and CR-V2.

Component CI-V2 wt% CM-V2 wt% CR-V2 wt%

Amorphous silicate 0.0 0.0 9.6

Fe-carbonate (siderite) 0.0 1.0 0.0

Ferrihydrite 4.8 0.0 0.0

Fe metal powder 0.0 0.0 10.6

Magnetite 10.0 5.0 2.5

Mg-serpentine 51.3 73.8 6.8

Olivine 7.0 11.2 33.1

Palygorskite 5.3 0.0 0.0

Pyrite 7.0 3.3 5.8

Pyroxeneite (bronzitite) 0.0 2.1 29.6

Sub-bituminous coal 5.0 3.6 2.0

Vermiculite 9.6 0.0 0.0
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Asteroids themselves are composed of particles from the sub-µm scale
to large boulders (e.g., Burke et al., 2021), and as such, CI-V2, CM-V2,
and CR-V2 are offered in both powder and a larger pebble-sized
(Wentworth, 1922) form, as previously discussed here and in Britt et
al. (2019). The laser-based volumetric particle size analysis performed
here breaks up the pebbles, so the cumulative distribution and density
functions shown in Figure 8 with 2σ confidence intervals and the D10,
D30, D50, D60, and D90 percentile values, spans, and gradation
coefficients given in Table 7 are only representative of the powder
form of each Exolith Lab asteroid regolith simulant. Custom size
orders can be placed for pebble-sized simulants if desired by
contacting Exolith Lab.

4 Conclusion

Presented here are, at the time of writing, the most up-to-date data
on the composition and particle size distributions of Exolith Lab lunar,
Martian, and asteroid regolith simulants. Exolith Lab produces lunar,
Martian, and asteroid regolith simulants in a constrained optimization
of fidelity, safety, and product availability. The design philosophy used
in the creation and large-scale production of all Exolith Lab simulants is
to start with accurate mineralogy (based on returned samples and/or
remote sensing data) and process feedstock to appropriate particle size
ranges using industry standard rock and mineral handling equipment.
Note thatmaterial sources, PSDs, and overall simulant compositions are

subject to change due to supplier changes, source material changes,
processing equipment changes, or new data that provides improved
insights into lunar, Martian, or asteroid regolith. It should also be noted
that the PSDs and mineralogic compositions of Exolith Lab simulants
may vary from batch to batch and the data provided here are from
simulants produced in February 2023. Any of the Exolith Lab simulants
are able to be customized to order through free scientific consultation
that can be booked at https://www.exolithsimulants.com or sending an
email to exolithlab@ucf.edu. Please contact Exolith Lab (HYPERLINK
"mailto:exolithlab@ucf.edu" \o "mailto:exolithlab@ucf.edu"exolithlab@
ucf.edu or https://www.exolithsimulants.com) for more information on
specific simulant batches for the most accurate data available for the
given production run.
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